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About This Game

MARCO POLO - The art of bargaining lies in knowing how far you can go. Fame, fortune and adventure lie ahead.

Discover the world of Marco Polo as you travel the legendary Silk Route from the Holy Land to China. Match yourself against
the colorful underworld of the Middle Age marketplace where strategy and bargaining skills will guide you. Arms and

merchandise are your wares, but secrets too, must be bartered.

As special messenger to the Pope or counselor to Kublai Khan, the Mongol emperor, you'll build your wealth and prestige by
carrying out challenging missions. Knights will defend you, but thieves lie in wait. Experience your own epic adventure.

FEATURES:

• Multiplayer competition with up to four players.

• Hours of gameplay with 63 towns to discover and 334 different trading missions.

• 2000 digitized images and extensive video sequences chronicling life in the 13th Century.
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I don't think anyone plays this so i have yet to even be able to try it out. Also no single player so the only thing you could test is
the MP and since theirs noone around to play... well ya. First of all, these reveiwers saying this is not "Reversi" but actually
"Othello" I have no idea what they are talking about. I've been playing Reversi\/Othello for a long time, as well as have been
researching board and card games, and I have never encountered a version that didn't start with four pieces in the center, and
I've always found "Reversi" and "Othello" used interchangeably. But games like this are old and acquire many rules over time.
Who can really say, and does it really matter that much?

Now, as for the game itself, don't buy it unless it's on a pretty heavy sale. I waited until it fell down to about $3, and had I paid a
dime more than that I'd have been pretty upset. While functional it lacks polish. Only two varieties of pieces, no varieties of
boards or backgrounds. The background music is annoying with no other options. The sound effects are grating. Seems like
small stuff, but they are all things that should be present for $10 whole wing-wangs. In 3-D mode the pieces flip over in a very
satisfying way, but if you make a large capture the computer goes immediately after while your pieces are still flipping. And if
you make a large capture, and the computer makes a large capture, your first pieces could be flipping back before your captured
pieces are finished turning over. I find it to be incredibly annoying.

All of these seems like small complaints and they are, but to be charging $10 I'd expect a lot more. I'd expect a lot more
especially when you can just google "Reversi" or "Othello" and find a low tech flash version on a website and play for free. So
save your $10 and put it towards a real Othello\/Reversi board you can buy at any Toys'R'us.. The game is really fun, but too
hard for Beginners. I wish there will be a Save after completeing one Level. My friend and i feeling like, we are iun a never
ending lopp of the Game. We finished the First Level , but we stuck on every 2nd Mision.. What a fun ride this was.

Root Double is the most recent (well, if you don't count the untranslated Punchline) game by Takumi Nakazawa, the director
and co-writer for the rather popular Visual Novel "Infinity" series.
He worked alongside Kotaro Uchikoshi, which has been garnering praise over here in the west for his "Zero Escape Series",
which are "999: 9 Persons, 9 Hours, 9 Doors" and "Virtue's Last Reward". Later this month we'll be getting the closing chapter
"Zero Time Dillema".

Anyway, Root Double is a sci-fi visual novel about 9 people being trapped inside a nuclear research facility called LABO. After
an explosion occurs and a "Case N" is announced, the facility enters a timed lockdown and those 9 souls must survive until it's
lifted. However, too many things seem strange about the incident, and the answer lies within the memories of each one, both
after and before the accident.

First of all, PLAY ROOT A FIRST! I cannot stress this enough. Otherwise your enjoyment of the story will be severely
damaged.

Second, even though it often gets compared to the Zero Escape series, know that Root Double is not so much about the survival
as it is about it's characters and the worldbuilding around the novel concept of Beyond Communication (think Telapathy, but
way more detailed and explained in well researched scientific terms). It has its fair share of tense moments, and Root A in
particular is more focused on the increasingly dire situation, but after that things slow down a bit to focus on characterization,
which I didn't mind at all: it still had tons of suspenseful foreshadowing and it was absolutely entertaining throught.

It has some problems, however: some of the biggest twists are rather predictable and I felt it lost some opportunities of creating
really awesome scenes using it's core storytelling premise, which is absolutely BRILLIANT by the way. Not to mention how it's
choice system, despite a bit confusing at first, is a breath of fresh air on VNs.

Even so, do not let this dissuade you from trying this out: it's hands down one of the best, most meaty and all-around great
Visual Novels on Steam, trully showing that the medium can be much more than porn or dating-sims. Hell, it clocks around 50
to 60 hours to complete all the content, it's price is more than worth it.

PS: also, for those of you who enjoy it, there's plenty of bad ends. I love how bad ends makes you think through your choices..
music jumps sometimes as does graphics I wonder if I have the right specs. good game though. This is a very diferent R6 from
the previous games, the lack of planning and customization was a big step back in the tactical aspect since the first, but the
combat is now much more realistic (weapons handling) but the terrible AI made this change look worst than it should had been,
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we can only understand it if we look at next one that is Vegas, it is clear that Lockdown was the start of new cycle, more action
oriented and less planning wich doesnt mean its all bad, just diferent.

Was a R6 player since Eagle Watch and Rogue Spear, this doesnt have anything to do with them besides the name Tom
Clancy´s, but if Lockdown had good AI and more options to aproach each situation instead of linear paths, it surelly didnt
dissapointed was R6 game since the tactical aspect was always the strong point.

Lockdown it still a decent game, good graphics from its time, various weapons choices and good handling, average story and
good voice acting like always, it deliver some entertainement in shooting bad guys and it have good campaing lenght but the
Multiplayer doesnt work anymore since its old and are better options.

If you are looking for entertainement, i recommend this game since it delivers if you espect 2006 game, if you are looking for
R6 experience, better pass on this one and the next ones since they clearly change direction from any previous one, doesnt make
them bad, just diferent.
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I have to admit, at first i was a bit worried about this game. I wanted to play it because it looked really awesome and... well, it
did not dissapoint me. It was actually really tough, even on normal mode. I just... Well, i just generally like this game. I think the
only negatives i have are the animations sometimes look a bit wonky, but in general it's a solid game.

even doing a letsplay of it.

https:\/\/vid.me\/dS6a. A pretty fun casual game for some quick gaming sessions.
The only real downsides are clumsy, controlls and sometimes strange physic behavior, but you get along with these pretty quick.
Aside from that however it is a straight forward game with some fun mechanics which are interesting to fool around with.
it also really succeeded in making me just want to play one more Level, until I was at the hundredth Level before even realising
it.. It Game is for god!!! VEry nIce GaMe. Can't castle. I really hate to post this review, as I greatly enjoyed the short time I had
with this game. I came back afer not playing for about a month only to find prices in game jacked up to the point it simply isn't
worth playing.

I have seen many reviews commented on by the developers about how money needs to be put on the table, and that you can't
expect it to be truly free to play without some sacrifice. I myself put food on my table by writing software, and take it from me,
people that write software in this manner do not mean well. They think that you are a sucker, and if you continue to give money
as they reduce functionality, then you are what they think you are and you deserve what you get.

The only way to change the outcome is to uninstall. Without a decent player count, the money supply is cut off. They have two
choices at that point: cut bait and move on to another cash grab, or restore gameplay to a decent state.

I will gladly change this to a positive review if the devs come to their senses, but I doubt it will happen. Devs rarely change tact
if they have a cash grab on their hands. Hard to change your spots once they have been seen.

Oh well, it was fun while it lasted. You guys actually do have decent chops at making a solid fishing game. Shame you
squandered it.. Flash like Tower Defence that probably should have been only a dollar or even free. Doesn't have anything that I
haven't seen before on Kongregate, Armoured Games or Newgrounds.. In-♥♥♥♥ing-credible

*Great gameplay
*Great physics
*Great concept

Can't wait for more!

......
Except one tiny tiny thing:
Character's design was too crystally in my taste....could be simplified, also her eyes were scary (like some bug's eyes).. Smile to
the Priestess and say AMEN.

*the costume actually only appear on battle and walking inside the castle, while it didn't appear when you tried to visit her
room*
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